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Definition. A continuous curve every subcontinuum of which is a con-

tinuous curve will be called a perfect continuous curve, f In this paper, among

other things, a study is made of this type of continuous curve.

An important problem in analysis situs is to determine whether a given

point set is arc-wise connected. It is known that a connected subset of a per-

fect continuous curve is not necessarily arc-wise connected.% Here, however,

it is shown in Theorem 5 that, if a and b are two points of a connected subset

N of a perfect continuous curve, then the set common to N and the arcs ab

of N' is connected. And in Theorem 7 it is shown that if N' contains but a

countable number of arcs ab then N contains an arc aZ>.§

A generalization of the problem as to whether there exists an arc joining

two points in a given point set is the following: when do there exist in a given

point set where g is a given positive integer, q arcs, distinct except for end

points, joining two given points; or still a further generalization would be to

ask when do there exist q such arcs joining two distinct closed point sets?

This problem is considered in §11 of this paper. It might also be asked when

do there exist q distinct arcs joining two distinct closed point sets? This

problem is considered in §1.

I wish to express my thanks and to acknowledge my great indebtedness

to Professor R. L. Wilder for his suggestions, criticisms, and constant en-

couragement.*

* Presented to the Society, April 6, 1928; received by the editors in June, 1929, and June, 1930.

Because of the delay in publishing this paper the privilege has been taken of using some recent re-

sults of other authors to abbreviate proofs and to obtain more general results than were originally

obtained with respect to space and boundedness. These changes have been made in footnotes and

in Section V with the exception that recent results have been used in proving Theorem 7. In general

proofs which are well known in recent papers have been omitted here.

f In this paper a connected im kleinen continuum will be called a continuous curve. For defini-

tions see R. L. Moore, Report on continuous curves from the viewpoint of analysis situs, Bulletin of the

American Mathematical Society, vol. 29 (1923), pp. 289-302.
% B. Knaster and C. Kuratowski, A connected and connected im kleinen point set which contains no

perfect subset, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 33 (1927), pp. 106-109.

§ For theorems on arc-wise connected subsets of a perfect continuous curve see R. L. Wilder:

Characterizations of continuous curves that are perfectly continuous, Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences, vol. 15 (1929), pp. 614-621, Theorem 3; Concerning perfect continuous curves,

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 16 (1930), pp. 233-240, Theorems 1 and 2.
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I. Distinct arcs in a point set

In this section the following problem will be considered: when can it be

said that in a set M, for any given positive integer q, either there exist q dis-

tinct arcsf of M joining two distinct closed point setsj A and B or there exist

q — 1 points such that every arc of M joining A and B contains at least one of

these points? If M contains no arc joining A and B it will be understood that

there exist 1 — 1=0 points contained in every arc of M joining A and B.

With this understanding it will be shown that one of the two above possibili-

ties holds for every set M.

Lemma 1. If {t) is a set of arcs contained in an arc ab such that every point

of ab except a and b is an interior point of an arc of {t) and both a and b are end

points of at least one arc of {t), then there exists a simple chain of arcs\ of {t)

joining a and b.

This follows in a manner very similar to that used by R. L. Moore in

proving Theorem 10 of his paper On the foundations of plane analysis situs)\

Lemma 2. In En^ let C and K be distinct, closed, and bounded point sets,

where K is connected and does not separate En, and let atWi {i = 1, 2, • • • , m)

be m distinct arcs such that OíWíXK = w¿. Then there exists a positive number d

such that for any positive number r less than d there exist m distinct arcs aw,

of aiWi and m arcs uji distinct except for h such that (1) every point of uji is at a

distance less than r from K, (2) the arc wtUi of a.w,- has nothing in common with

C, and {3) for anyj, UjhX{{aiu/)**+C) =ujhXujaj = ui.

* Since the theorems of this paper were proved a paper has appeared giving an interesting result

in this connection : see N. E. Rutt, Concerning the cut points of a continuous curve where the arc curve,

AB, contains exactly N indépendant arcs, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 51 (1929), p. 218.

For another interesting result see W. L. Ayres, Concerning continuous curves in metric space, ibid.,

pp. 577-594, Theorem 6. See also K. Menger, Zur allgemeinen Kurventheorie, Fundamenta Mathe-

maticae, vol. 10, p. 100, Theorem ß. In each of these papers the q arcs considered lie in a continuous

curve in contrast to the results of this paper where the containing set may not even be connected in

Theorem 1 and in Theorem 3 is connected but not necessarily closed.

t Two point sets are distinct when they have no common point.

t An arc ab will be said to join the point sets A and B if A Xab = a and BXab = b. Under these

conditions the arc ba will be said to join B and A.

§ If a and b are distinct points, then a simple chain from a to i is a finite sequence of arcs

li(i= 1, 2, • • ■ , m) such that (1) /,• contains a if and only if i= 1, (2) /,- contains b if and only if i = m,

and (3) if l¿i¿m and l^j^m, i<j, then U has a point in common with t¡ if and only if y = /+l.

|| These Transactions, vol. 17 (1916), pp. 131-164.

\ The notation En will be used to denote a euclidean space of n dimensions.

** Throughout this paper the set a¡+ai-{- ■ • ■ +am will be designated by (a,) (» = 1, 2, ■ ■ • , m).

Thus(a,-)+(i<) = oi-r-a2-f ■ ■ • +am+bi+b2+ • • • -\-bm. The range of values for i, if it is not given,

will refer to the last mentioned range of values for ».
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The proof will first be given.for E2 as this is the most difficult case. Let

Zi be the first point of C+a¿ on w.a,- and let a{Zi = at if z< = a¿. Let d be a posi-

tive number such that every point of C+iaiZi) is at a distance greater than d

iromK. Let M = K+C+iaiZi). Then for any positive number r less than d

there exists* a simple closed curve / bounding a region R such that J X M = 0,

RXM = K, and every point of R is at a distance less than r from K. Let the

first point of J on afWi be «,-, and let a¿«¿ be an arc of aiW{. Let h be any point

of R. Then there exist in R the w arcs äm<, distinct except for h, which to-

gether with the arcs a{u^ have the properties described in this theorem.

For En, » > 2, a connected domain R can be obtained by means of a finite

set of spheres of radius r and covering K. The proof is then similar to the

above.

It will simplify the proof of the main theorem of this section to prove first

the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Suppose for the integer k it is true that for every point set G,

either there exist k — 1 points such that any arc of G, joining any two distinct

closed point sets, contains at least one of these points or there exist k distinct arcs

of G joining these two distinct closed point sets. Then in Enlet a{biii = 1,2, • - • ,

k) be k distinct arcs joining two distinct closed point sets A and B and A ¡B\ be k

distinct arcs such that (1) A contains iAt)xiA+B) and B contains (£<)

XiA+B), (2) AiBiXaibi = Ai+Bi-iAi+Bi)xiA+B), (3) AíBíXÍA+B)
contains at most Ai+B{, and (4) axAi of axbx does not contain a point of (B¿).

Then there exist k distinct arcs wt of M = (a,¿>¿) + (.4 jJB,-) joining A and B and

there exists an arc wk+x = WxW2 of aibx, where Wx is contained in iA ¿) X aA+ax

and W2 in (-B¿)Xai&i+¿>i, such that iwi)Xwk+x contains at most Wx+W2,

axWx of axbx does not contain W2, and there exists an arc of iw¡)+Wk+x which

contains bxW2 of axbx.

Consider for example the case where A3 is the first point of iAi)+ax on

¿»laif and Bt is the first point of iB¡) + bx on aiZ»i. Let piqi be an arc of AiBt

where p{ precedes g¿ on AiB{, pi^Ai, and qi^Bi. Let piBi and q{Ai be arcs

of AiBi and let axA3 and bxBt be arcs of axbx. Let Ta be composed of ipiB{)

+ iajb/) +bxBi (j = 2, 3, ■ • • , k) and also of qtA ,■ if and only if A contains A <;

let Tb be composed of iqiA{) + ia¡b,)+axA3 and also of ptBi if B contains 5¡.

Let d be a positive number such that no point of Ta is at a distance less than

d from axA3 and no point of Tb is at a distance less than d from bxBi.

* R. L. Moore, Concerning the separation of point sets by curves, Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences, vol. 11, No. 8, pp. 469-476, Theorem 1.

t The first point of a set C on an arc ab is the first point going from a to b; the first point of C

on ba is the first point going from b to a.
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The sets Ta and ai^43 are distinct, closed, and bounded point sets where

axA3 is connected and does not separate En. Take r less than d/3. The arcs

qtAi, which have a point common with axbx, have the same properties with

reference to ai-43 as the arcs ajW,- in Lemma 2 have to K. Say that there are

m of these arcs q¡A ¿ which have a point common with axbx. Then by Lemma 2

there exist m arcs and also there exist k — m vacuous point sets, giving a total

of k sets hxuXi, where hxuXi is vacuous if A contains A i and consists of an arc

if A does not contain Ai, and similarly there exist k arcs or vacuous sets

BiUXi, where BiUXi is contained in A{Bi. It is seen that the sets BiuXi+uXihx

are distinct except for hx, the set {AiUXi+uXihx) XF„ = 0, where AiUXi = 0 or is

an arc according as A does or does not contain Ai} and every point of hxuXi is

at a distance less than r from at.43. From the last mentioned property it

follows that the new sets hxuXi are at a distance greater than d/3 from bxBi.

Then Lemma 2 can be again applied where Tb+{hxuXi) = C and bxBA = K are

the distinct, closed, and bounded point sets and the arcs Bipit which have a

point common with ai&i, are the m distinct arcs of that hypothesis. Thus a

new set of k arcs or vacuous point sets A2»2i, distinct except for h2, and a set

of k distinct arcs or vacuous point sets pnHi, where piU2i is contained in piBt

and so in uuBi, are obtained. There exists then a set of k distinct arcs »i¡W2¿ in

{AiBi) where uXi=Ai if A contains A{ and u2i = Bi if B contains Bi. Thus a

set of k arcs hxuXi+uXiu2i+u2ih2 = /¿, distinct except for hx and h2, are obtained

where {hxuii+u2ih2) is at a distance less than r from axA3+Btbx and so has no

points in common with (a,Z»,). Let G = (ayo,-) +<¿.

Suppose that there exists a set H consisting of k — 1 points such that

every arc of G joining A+hx and B + h2 contains at least one point of H.

Therefore there exists one of these points on each of the k — 1 arcs a,&,-. Since

then the points of H are on a/bj and since {hxuu+u2ih2) X(a,£>i) =0, the set

HX{hxUii+u2ih2) =0. Thus if there exists a point of H on each of the arcs U

joining A +hx and B+h2 there must exist a point of H on each of the k distinct

arcs «ii«2» of ti. But as H contains only k — 1 points this is impossible. There-

fore it is necessary under our hypothesis that G contain k distinct arcs, »< say,

joining A+hi and B+h2.

There exist three cases to consider having obtained the k arcs v{: (I) the

set (»,•) contains hi+h2; (II) it contains one and only one of these points; and

(III) it contains neither of them.

(I) Under this case there exist two possibilities : one arc of the set {v/j may

contain both hi and h2 or one arc may contain one of these points and another

arc contain the other.

(a) Consider for example the case where vx contains hx + h2.  Then vx con-
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tains a point of («i¡), «n say, and a point of (w2¡), w23 say. It will now be

shown that Wi = aivl2+yl2Wi2+Wi2w23+W23.ß3+.B32>i is such that WxXÍv¡)=0,

where aivl2+.B3¿>i is contained in axbx, A2ux2 in A2B2, u23B3 in A3B3, and Mi2m23 in

»i. Since Vi X iv¡) = 0, m12m23 X (»,-) = 0. Since Vi contains hi+k2, it is the only one

of the arcs of (t»¿) which contains a point of hiUu+h2u2i. Hence the set

iafi,) + iuaUxi) — iuxi) — iu2i) contains (z>,). But the set ai¿>iX((a,£»,) + («i,«2¿))

= 0 for aibiXiajb,) =0 and as axbx contains at most Ai+Bi of AíBí, axbx

XiuxiU2i)=0. Therefore iaxA2+B3bx)XÍv¡) =0. It remains to prove that

iA 2ui2+B3u23) X ivj) = 0. This follows from the fact that ia¡b¡) + («i¡m2<) — («i¡)

— iu2i) contains (»,-). Therefore WxXiv/) =0. Let now w, = Vj and let Wk+i

= A2B3 of axbx. As shown above, axbxXiw,) =0 and so Wk+iXiw,) =0. And

Wk+iXwx = A2+B3 while wx contains bxB3.

(b) Consider now for example the case where Vx = hxb and v2 = h2a, where

A contains a and B contains b. Then vx contains a point, uxx say, of (wi<), and

v2 one, m2i say, of (m2<). Here (a,¿,) + (wi,w2¿) — («») — (w2<) contains ivf) +buxx

+au2l if = 3, 4, • ■ • , k), where vx contains buxx and v2 contains aw2i. Thus

UxxAx+Axax+u2lBx+Bxbx does not contain a point of iv/)+buxx+au21 except

Mn and «2i, where AxBx contains uxxAx+u2XBx, and axbx contains axAx+bxBx.

LetWf = V/, let wx = axAx+Axuxx+uxxb, and let w2 = bxBx+Bxu2x+u2ia. Letwjt+i

=AxBx of axbx. Now WxXiw/) =w2X(w/) =0 and WxXw2 = 0. Also WxXwk+i

=Ax and w2Xwk+x = Bx, wk+xx(w)) =0 and w2 contains bxBx of axbx.

(II) In considering the case where (v¡)X(hi+h2) contains one and only

one point, there exist two cases according as hx or h2 is the point contained.

(a) Consider for example the case where Vi = hxb, where B contains b, and

say vx contains uxx. Let Wj = v¡ and let wi = bun+UuAi+Aiai, where buxx is

contained in î>i, »iij4i in ^4i5i, and ^4iai in aièi. Let wk+1 = Axbx- Then the k

arcs Wi are distinct, wk+xX(w,) =0, and Wk+iXwx = Ax.

(b) Consider now for example the case where vx — ah2, which contains

m23, say, where A contains a. Let Wj = v¡ and let wx = au23+u23B3+B3bx, where

a«23 is contained in Vx, u23B3 in ^3^3, and B3bx in axbx. Let wk+x = axB3 of axbx.

Here (wx+Wk+x)X(w¡) =0 and WxXWk+x = B3 while the arc Wx contains bxB3.

(III) For the case where (vi) X (hx+h2) = 0 let w, = Vi and wk+x = axbx.

In this manner the lemma is proved for every possible case.

Lemma 4. Suppose for the integer k it is true that for every point set G, either

there exist k — 1 points such that any arc of G, joining any two distinct closed

point sets, contains at least one of these points, or there exist k distinct arcs of G

joining these two distinct closed point sets. Then in En let a¿¿»< (i = 1, 2, • • • , k)

be k distinct arcs joining two distinct closed point sets A and B, and ay an arc

such that AXay = a and axbxXay=y and (a,è,) Xay = 0 (j = 2, 3, • • • , k); also
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let AiBi be k distinct arcs such that (1) A contains {Ai)X{A +B) and B con-

tains {Bi)x{A+B), (2) AiBiX{axbx+ay)=Ai+Bi-{Ai+Bi)x{A+B), (3)
A ,Bi X {A + B) contains at most Ai+Bi, (4) aiy of axbx and ay do not contain a

point of {Bi), and (5) bxy of axbx does not contain a point of (4<). Then there

exist k distinct arcs wt of M' = (a,Z»¿) + {A <5¿)+ay joining A and B and an arc

wk+x = aoX, where a0 is contained in A and x in {Bi)Xaxbx+bx, and such that

if there does not exist an arc Wi containing bx then wk+x = axbx or «Ji+i = ay+ybx

and wk+x X {w,) = 0, but if wx, say, contains bx then wx Xwk+x = x and wk+x X {w¡)

= 0, and in every case {w/)+wk+x contains bxy and there exists a g such that wa

contains bxx of axbx.

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.

Theorem 1. If M is any point set in E„, and A and B are any two distinct

closed point sets, then, for any positive integer q, either there exists a point set N

containing q — 1 points such that every arc of M joining A and B contains at

least one point of N or there exist at least q distinct arcs of M joining A and B.

If q = 1, it is evident that the theorem is true. Assume that it is true for

q = k. It will now be proved to be true for q = k +1.

There are two cases to consider according as either (I) there are k — 1

points such that every arc of M joining A and B contains at least one of these

points, or (II) there are at least k distinct arcs of M joining A and B.

(I) Consider the first case where the k — 1 points exist. Then if any point

is added to these, any arc of M joining A and B contains at least one of these

k points. Hence in this case the theorem must be true for q = k +1 if it is for

q = k.

(II) Consider now the case where there are at least k distinct arcs of M

joining A and B. Let a,bi{i = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , k) be k such arcs. Consider any point p

of aj>i. Either (1) there is a set N of k — 1 points such that every arc oiM — p

joining A and B contains a point of N or (2) there are k arcs of M—p which

are distinct and join A and B.

(1) For the case where the set N exists, N+p is a set of k points such that

every arc of M joining A and B contains at least one of these points. Thus in

this case also if the theorem is true for q = k it is for q = k + l.

(2) Consider now the remaining case where, for every point p of axbx,

M — p contains at least k distinct arcs joining A and B. For a certain point

P let Ci{i = 1, 2, • • • , k) be k such distinct arcs. Take for example the case

where aX9ipy£bx. For any i there exists a region R containing p and so con-

taining an arc / of axbx having p as an interior point, such that R' X e,- = 0. Let*

* If M is a point set, M' will denote M together with the limit points of M.
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{axbx — t)' = tx+t2. Then, if tx contains ai, there exists an arc of e„ Si say,

joining tx+A and t2+B. If axbx contains both end points of s<, let r¿ be the arc

of axbx joining these two points; if one of these end points is in A and one in

axbx, let ri be the arc of ai¿»i joining ax and the end point of s, in axbx; if B

contains one of these end points and axbx contains the other, let r, be the arc

of axbx joining ¿»i and this end point in axbx; and if A contains one end point

and B contains the other, let ri = axbx. Thus to each arc e¡ there corresponds

an arc r, of axbx having p as an interior point. Let k be the arc rxXr2X ■ ■ ■

Xrk of axbx. Thus for each point p of aiZ>i there exists an arc h, having p as an

interior point unless p = axox p = bxin which latter case p is an end point, and

a corresponding set,/ say, consisting of k distinct arcs e¡ joining A and B and

having only end points of h common with h. Let {h) be the set of arcs such

as h and (/) the set of sets such as/. Then by Lemma 1 there exists a simple

chain, hx, h2, ■ ■ ■ , hm of arcs of {h) joining ai and bx, where hx contains ai

and hm contains bx. Also there exists a set /, of (/) corresponding to each h,-.

The set fx contains k distinct arcs A xiBxi joining A and a closed subset

of axbx — ax+B where each axBxi of axbx contains hx, if axbx contains BXi. We

have here, just as we had in the hypothesis of Lemma 3, k distinct arcs a¿i

and a set of k distinct arcs AXiBXi. Applying this lemma we obtain a set of k

distinct arcs ai¿&i,- joining A and B, which are the arcs w,- of that lemma, and

an arc aiyi of ai&i joining ax and {aXibXi) X (5i>) +B, which is the arc wk+x-

The new set (ai,£>i¡)+aiyi is contained in {aibi) + {AxiBXi). If B contains yi

then there exist k + 1 distinct arcs of M joining A and B provided aiyi

X {aXibXi)^bx; and if B does not contain yi, as was shown in Lemma 3, there

exists an arc, axxbxx say, where bxx = bx, containing yiZ»i of axbx. Thus either there

exist k +1 distinct arcs of M joining A and B or there exist k +1 arcs of M

joining A and either B+bx or B+bxyx, which are distinct, with the exception

that two of them contain a common end point in ¿>iyi, and so in some h,-,

j> 1. If this end point is not in hm, say for example that it is an interior point

in h2. We now have k distinct arcs axibxi, similar to the arcs a<&,- of Lemma 4,

and an arc axyx similar to ay. And there exist in f2 k distinct arcs A2iB2i,

similar to A{Bi of this lemma, joining A+axyx+xa and B+Xb, where {axxbXi

— h2) ' =xa+xb, and xt contains yxbx of axbx. Thus by this lemma it follows that

there exist k distinct arcs a2ib2i joining A and B and an arc a02y2 joining A and

(jB2<) X {a2ib2i) +B. These k +1 arcs are distinct or else a new set is obtained,

proceeding in the same manner as above, by the use of Lemma 4.

It is necessary then that either k + 1 distinct arcs joining A and B be

obtained or there exist an arc ao0ya such that hm of ai&i contains y„. Hence,

by one further application of Lemma 4, k + 1 distinct arcs joining A and B
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must be obtained. Thus if the theorem is true for q = k it is true for q = k +1

in this case.

In every case the theorem is true for q = k + l if it is true for q = k. The

theorem is true for q = 1. Hence it is true for any value of q.

Corollary 1. If M is a continuous curve in En and A and B are any two

distinct closed point sets, then either there exist, for any q, at least q distinct arcs

of M joining A and B, or there exists a point setNofq — 1 points such that M — N

does not contain a connected subset which contains points of both A and B.

II. Arcs, distinct except for end points

Here the following problem will be considered : when can it be said that

in a set M either there exists a set of at least q arcs, where q is any positive

integer, distinct except for possibly their end points, joining two distinct

closed point sets A and B, or there exists a set A7 of a — 1 points, contained in

M—A—B, such that every arc of M joining A and B contains at least one

point of N? Here also it will be understood that if M contains no arcs joining

A and B, then the set N is vacuous. A complete solution of the above problem

is not obtained in this paper.

In proving the next theorem the following lemma is useful and is stated

here without proof.*

Lemma 5. //, in E2, M is a continuous curve which contains a subcontinuum

which is not a continuous curve and if k is any positive integer, then M contains

k distinct arcs a{bi (i = l, 2, • • • , k), and a sequence of distinct arcs x,y,-

(/' = 1, 2, • • •) having a sequential limiting set Z, such that x^Xa^oi^O,

x,yjXZ = 0, xjy]Xaxbx = xj, and xjyjXakbk = yj. Furthermore x,- precedes xj+1

on axbx, y j precedes y,+x on akbk, every point of afii precedes every point of ai+xbi+x

on x,-yj, aibiXZ = bi, and a¿¿»iXxiyi = ai.

Theorem 2. Let q be a given positive integer greater than one. Then in order

that a continuous curve M, in E2, be perfect, it is sufficient, if L is the point set

consisting of the points of any set of arcs of M joining any two distinct closed

point sets A and B, that either there exist a set N of a — 1 points, of L—A—B,

such that every arc of L joining A and B contains at least one point of N, or there

exist at least q arcs of L, distinct except for possibly their end points, joining A

and B.

Assume that M contains a subcontinuum which is not a continuous curve.

Then by applying Lemma 5 the arcs of the conclusion there are obtained,

* The proof follows from the work of R. L. Wilder, Fundamenta Mathematicae, vol. 7, pp.

362-363, and from Theorem XXI by H. Hahn, Wiener Sitzungsberichte, vol. 123 (Part Ha), p. 2475.
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taking ß = g +1. On the arc x,y, there obtained, taking/= 2í — l (í = 1, 2, • • •),

let «¡ be the subarc joining aA and a3b3; and taking/ = 2t let vt be the subarc

of x,y,- joining axbx and a2b2. Let w, be the subarc of a2b2 joining vt and «t+i;

and let zt be the subarc of a^i joining «¡ and vt. Let A = (a¿) and B = Z. Then

every point of L = iut+vt+Wt+z^+a3b3+aibi+ ■ ■ ■ +a3+i&î+i is contained in

an arc of L joining A and B (i = l, 2, • ■ •). But as iut+vt+Wt+zt) does not

contain an arc of i joining A and 5, L contains at most q — 1 arcs, distinct

except for possibly their end points, joining A and B. However it is evident

that L—A—B does not contain q — 1 points such that every arc of L joining

A and B contains at least one of these points. As this is a contradiction with

our hypothesis, M must be perfect.

Whether this condition is also necessary is not determined in this paper,

except for g = 2.

The proof of the following lemma can be obtained by means of a theorem

by H. M. Gehman.*

Lemma 6. // M is a bounded continuous curve in £2,f then a necessary iand

sufficient) condition that M be perfect is the following: let Z be any closed subset

of M ,W any subset of M such that Z X W = 0 and every point of W can be joined

to Z by an arc contained in W except for an end point in Z, and x a limit point

of W such that (W+Z) Xx = 0. Then there exists an arc joining x and Z which

is contained in W except for its end points.

Theorem 3. If q = 2 then the condition in Theorem 2 is also necessary, if M

is bounded.%

Suppose that there exist sets L, A, and B such that there does not exist

a point which is contained in L — A—B and in every arc of L joining A and B.

Then there exists an arc ab joining A and B. It then follows from the above

theorem by H. M. Gehman and from Lemma 6 that for any point p of ab,

except possibly a and b, there exists an arc uv of L having the following prop-

erties: (1) the set A+ap—p contains« and B+bp — p contains v of uv, where

ap+pb = ab, and A+B+ab contains only these points of uv, and (2), unless

uv joins A and B, in which case the theorem is proved, there does not exist

another arc in L, having only its end points in A+B+ab, which joins

A + iau — u) and B + ibv — v), where au is either an arc of ab or a, and bv is

either an arc of ab or b; furthermore if au 9e a there does not exist an arc of L,

* Concerning the subsets of a plane continuous curve, Annals of Mathematics, vol. 27 (1925),

pp. 29-46, Theorem V.
t This lemma is true if "bounded" is omitted. The sufficiency is true in En but the necessity is

not.  See §V.

t As shown in §V, "bounded" may be omitted.
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having at most one end point in ab, joining uv — u and A+au — u nor iibv^b

does there exist such an arc joining uv — v and B+bv — v. Let w be the arc

of ab joining au and bv. Let {uv) be the set of arcs of L such as uv and {w) the

corresponding arcs of ab. Every point of ab — a — b is an interior point of one

and at most of two of the arcs of {w). And a+b contains the limit points of

the end point of the arcs of {w). Since there exist but a countable number of

arcs in {w), it is readily shown that {uv) + {w) contains two arcs joining A and

B, which are distinct except for possibly their end points. Hence the truth

of the theorem is seen.

III. Connected subsets of perfect continuous curves

It is known that a connected subset N of a perfect continuous curve M

is not necessarily arc-wise connected. But for any two points a and b oí N

the set N' contains an arc ab. Here the nature of the point set composed of

the points of N, which are also on arcs ab of N', is considered. It is shown that

this set must be connected. Some preliminary lemmas will be proved.

Theorem 4. In order that a bounded continuous curve M in E2* be perfect

it is necessary and sufficient, if p, a, and b be any three points of any subcon-

tinuum N of M such that there does not exist a point distinct from p which is con-

tained in every arc of N joining p and a+b, that there exist an arc apb of N.

By means of Lemma 5, using a device similar to that used in the proof of

Theorem 2, it is seen that the condition is sufficient. It is also necessary. For

by Theorem 3 there exist two arcs of N joining p and a+b which are either

distinct, except for p, or form a simple closed curve, / say, containing p and

a point of a+b. If they are distinct, they form an arc apb of N; and if they

are not distinct, since N contains an arc t joining p and a+b—Jx{a+b) such

that tx{a + b)¿¿a + b, it is seen that / + / contains an arc apb of N.

Lemma 7. If p, a, and b are any three distinct points of a bounded,] perfect,

continuous curve M in E2, and if (j>) is the set of points, each of which is on every

arc of M joining p and a+b, then there exists an arc of M which joins a and b

and contains a certain point px of {p) and every arc of M joining a and b con-

tains at most px of {p).

As {p) is closed it is seen that there exists a first point of (/») on an arc of

M, and so on every arc of M, joining p and a+b. And this point, px say, has

the property that there exists no other point common to every arc of M

* In §V it will be shown that "bounded" may be omitted here and that the necessity is true

for En.

t As the proof depends entirely upon Theorem 4, "bounded" can be omitted and the theorem

stated for E„.
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joining it and a+b. Hence by Theorem 4 there exists in M an arc apxb. And

it is seen that every arc of M joining a and b contains at most this point of

it).

Lemma 8. In order that a bounded* continuous curve M in E2 be perfect it

is necessary and- sufficient that, if N is any connected subset of M, a and b are

any two points of N, L is a subset of N' consisting of all points contained in arcs

ab of N',Q = LXN, pis a point of N — Q, and (/») is the set of all points common

to every arc of N' joining p and a+b, then there exists a point px of ip) XQ and

a subset W of N'—px, which contains p and is such that Wxia+b)=0,

N'—px = W+iN'—px — W) separate, and every point of W can be joined to px

by an arc of W+Px-

In showing that the condition is necessary it is seen at once, by means of

Lemma 7, that the point px and an arc apxb exist. Also there exists a set W

composed of the points of N' which can be joined to px by an arc but cannot

be joined to a+b by an arc of N' which does not contain px. As N'—px is an

open subset of N', since N'—pi does not contain an arc joining p and a+b,

it does not contain a connected subset which joins p and a+b.\ Hence p and

a+b are separated in the weak sense and so in the strong sensej in N'. Thus

the condition is necessary. That it is sufficient follows from Lemma 5.

Theorem 5. In order that a bounded continuous curve M in E2% be perfect

it is necessary and sufficient that, if N is any connected subset of M of which a

and b are any two points, L is the point set consisting of the arcs ab of N', and

Q=LXN, then Q is a non-vacuous connected point set.

To show that the condition is necessary it is seen that, since N' is a con-

tinuous curve, L and so Q is a non-vacuous set. Assume that Q = Y+Z

separate. By Lemma 8, for each point p of N — Q, there exists a point pi and

a subset W of N'—pi such that N'—pi = W+iN'—pi-W) separate, where

W+pi contains an arc ppi. Thus sets (W) and ipi) are obtained. And

iW) = iW)x+(W)2, where a set W of iW)i is such that the corresponding px

of ipx) is in Y and otherwise W is in iW)2. Let E = Y+iW)x and F = Z+iW)2.

Then N = Q+(lV)xN =FXN+FXN. It is possible to show then that

N=ExN+FxN separate, which is a contradiction. And that the condition

is sufficient is seen by assuming that it is not, and so obtaining by Lemma 5

* "Bounded" can be omitted and the necessity proved for En.

t R. L. Wilder, Characterizations of continuous curves that are perfectly continuous, Theorem 3,

loc. cit.
î R. L. Wilder, A characterization of continuous curves by a property of their open subsets, Funda-

menta Mathematicae, vol. 11, pp. 127-131, Lemma 2.

| "Bounded" may be omitted, as seen in §V, the necessity holds in E„, as Lemma 8 does, and

the sufficiency holds in En, as may be seen from the Moore-Wilder lemma.
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Ar = aiZ»i+a;iyi+X2)'2+ ■ ■ ■ +b2, letting a = ax, and b = b2, and thus obtaining

a contradiction

IV. Additional theorems

The main problem considered here is the following: if N is a connected

subset of a perfect continuous curve M, when does there exist an arc of N

joining two points of N? Also a property is obtained of a set of arcs of M

which join two distinct closed point sets.

Theorem 6. In order that a bounded* continuous curve M in E2 be perfect

it is necessary and sufficient, if L is the point set consisting of the points of any

set] of arcs of M joining any two distinct closed point sets A and B, that every

point p of L' be contained in an arc of L+p joining A and B.

That the condition is necessary follows from a theorem by H. M. Geh-

manj and that it is sufficient is seen by means of the Moore-Wilder lemma.§

Theorem 7. In order that a bounded \\ continuous curve M in E2 be perfect

it is necessary and sufficient, if a and b are any two points of any connected sub-

set N of M such that N' contains but a countable number of possible arcs ab, that

N contain an arc ab.

The condition is necessary. For assume that N does not contain an arc

ab. Then every arc ab of N' contains a point of N' — N. Since these arcs are

countable in number, let (z) be a set of points obtained by taking a point of

N' — N from each arc ab of N'. For each point z of (z), N'—z is an open sub-

set of N', and there exist a countable infinity of such sets. As N is common

to all these open sets, it is contained in the quasi-open subset, Q, of N' deter-

mined by this countable infinity of open subsets of N'. But as Q is arc-wise

connected,^ it contains an arc ab. But as this arc does not contain a point of

(z) a contradiction has been obtained.

The sufficiency follows from Lemma 5.

V. Note

Many of the theorems of this paper have been stated as holding for a

bounded continuous curve. This is due to the fact that a theorem** by H. M.

* As shown in §V "bounded" may be omitted here; the sufficiency holds in £„ but the necessity

does not.

f It is to be noted that this set is not necessarily the set of all arcs of M joining A and B.

î Loc. cit., Theorem 5.

§ R. L. Wilder, Concerning continuous curves, Fundamenta Mathematicae, vol. 7 (1927), p.

371, Lemma 1.

|| Bounded may be omitted here.   The necessity holds for any locally compact metric space.

If R. L. Wilder, Characterizations of continuous curves that are perfectly continuous, loc. cit.,

Theorem 3.

** Loc. cit.. Theorem 5.
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Gehman is used in the proofs, which is known to be untrue for unbounded

continuous curves. However the following lemma could have been used

everywhere instead, and so the theorems of this paper hold whether the

continuous curve is bounded or not.

Lemma. In order that a continuous curve M in E2 be perfect it is necessary

and sufficient that M does not contain an infinite sequence of distinct subcontinua

with two sequential limit points*

The sufficiency is evident from the Moore-Wilder lemma which is known

to hold for the unbounded case in En. And the necessity is proved as follows:

let a and b be the sequential limit points referred to in the theorem. By a

well known theoremf there exists in M a bounded continuous curve K con-

taining a and all points of M in a certain neighborhood of a, but not contain-

ing b. It is clear that there will exist then points of infinitely many of the

given subcontinua that are not in K. Consequently, since K is perfect,the

theorem of Gehman is violated by portions of the given continua that lie in K.

It is known from an example by G. T. Whyburnf that neither the theorem

by H. M. Gehman nor the above lemma is true for E3. This example further

shows that neither the necessity in Theorem 6 nor Lemma 6 is true for E3.

The necessity of the following theorem is seen by means of a theorem

by W. L. Ayres§ and the sufficiency is true because of the proof of Theorem 2.

The necessity holds for En and the sufficiency for q>2.

Theorem 3'. Let q = 2. Then in order that a continuous curve M in E2 be

perfect it is necessary and sufficient, if L is the point set consisting of the points

of any set of arcs of M joining any two distinct closed point sets A and B, that

either there exist a set N of q — 1 points of L'—A—B such that every arc of V

joining A and B contains at least one point of N or there exist at least q arcs of

L', distinct except for possibly their end points, joining A and B.

It is seen that the proof of Theorem 4 will go through for En, if the neces-

sity of the above theorem, which is true for En, is used in place of Theorem 3

there.

* A point q is said to be a sequential limit point of a set of continua C<(t= 1, 2, ■ • • ) if every

region containing q contains points of all except a finite number of the sets C<.

t H. Hahn, Mengentheoretische Characlerisierung der stetigen Kurve, Wiener Sitzungsberichte,

vol. 123 (Part Ha), pp. 2433-2489; see Theorem XXI, p. 2475.
t Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 34 (1928), p. 551. This paper is to appear

in Mathematische Annalen. The example has been given in a paper by R. L. Wilder, Proceedings of

the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 16 (1930), p. 234. Using the notation of Professor Wilder to

show that Theorem 6 does not hold in Es, let L = N, a = A,b = B, and p = (0, 0, 21'2/2). Then there

does not exist an arc apb of L-\-p. Similarly Lemma 6 is shown to be untrue in £3.

§ Loc. cit., Theorem 6.
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